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Abstract 
Java has been a very important prograniniing 

language, especially with the cross-platjorni 
characteristic. But the CIASS file format defined in 
the Java virtual machine specification contains many 
reclundancies and replications of information . These 
rec1undancie.s nio,st come from the “constant pool” of 
a CLASS jile. We propose a compact binary file 
format and its associated archive format, called the 
Jato file format and Jatar, respectively, .for the Java 
system. Using these two formats, many of the 
reclundancies can be reniovecl. We rlidn ’t utilize any 
text compression technique in the proposed .formats, 
so they will not sacrifice the loading .,peed ancl thus 
are very suitable f o r  use in the enibecliled 
environments. We’ve also iniplenientecl our class 
loader capable qf loading the Jato files into a regular 
Java virtual machine. IJsing this approach, we show 
that the Jato file .format is effective ancl promising 
while still keeping the cross-plalforni.featr*re of Java. 

1. Introduction 
Since its debut in mid-1 995, Java [ 11121 has been 

an important language in the modern computer 
technology. The Java language is an object-oriented, 
robust, secure and high-performance programming 
language. With the help of Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM) [31[4] and the bytecode (class file) format, 
Java programs can achieve the “cross-platform’’ goal. 
Much research has been done for making Java a more 
suitable developing tool for embedded systems [ 5 ]  [6] 
[7] 181. Among them, the issues of real-time, compact 
bytecode formats and operating systems are 
considered. We are motivated by 191 and aimed to 
reduce the redundancies in bytecode files. 

A Java environment is composed of Java 
compilers, Java Virtual Machine, and associated Java 
API libraries and Native Methods. After compilation, 
a Java source file with a . l a v a  file extension will 
become one or several binary files with a .c lass  
file extension. They are in the class file format 
specified in the Java virtual machine specification [3]. 
Java applications, apple6 or servlet? are of the same 
format. This is the reason why Java can achieve 
“cross-platform” goal. In Java, each class will have 
its own CLASS file. To avoid ambiguity, in this 
paper we use all-capital “CLASS” when we are 

referring to the class file. When we say “class” in 
lower case, we just mean the class structure concept 
of the Java language. 

The problems for porting Java to embedded 
systems come from two aspects. The first is the 
language feature itself that brings more and more 
complex implementations for JVMs. The second is 
the large size of the class libraries. To solve these 
problems, there are mainly two research topics: 
making subsets of standard Java, and code 
compression or conversion. Java suites, such as 
PersonalJava [ 101, Embedded Java [ 11 1, and Java 2 
MicroEdition [121[131 of Sun, and Chai [14] of HP 
are light-weight or high-performance versions of the 
standard Java. They keep all the language semantics 
and features of Java, while making JVM less 
complex and reducing the size of the class libraries. 
The JavaCard [ 151 specification does more than those 
listed above. It no longer utilizes the JVM-bytecode 
architecture; instead, the original applications are 
converted by a converter with the class libraries into 
a single executable image for the JavaCard virtual 
machine, where some features of Java language has 
not been implemented. 

As described by [ 163, the binary formats can be 
separated into two categories. One kind of binaries is 
for storage and network transmission; the main goal 
is to reduce the code size at the highest compression 
rate. This kind of binaries is not directly suitable for 
direct execution. Before execution, i t  needs to 
decompress the binaries first, then execute the 
decompressed codes. This format is called 
wire-fornut. Another kind of binaries is of 
execution-forniat. In this format, we want to reduce 
the size of code as much as possible, but on the other 
hand, we require that these binaries are suitable for 
being directly executed. For embedded devices, both 
the storage spaces and computing powers are limited. 
If the code is in wire-fornut, the decompression 
might be too expensive for these devices. We should 
keep the balance between code sizes and the 
computing complexities. 

Most research for compressing CLASS files is in 
the wire-forniat, such as CLAZZ [171. JAZZ [18] or 
Pugh [19]. They all utilize some forms of 
compression techniques [203, like Z I P  or gzip to 
achieve high compression rate. Some other 
techniques, like JAX [21] can be utilized to remove 
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the "unused" code in the CLASS files [22]. But after 
this process, the resulting binaries will lose 
release-to-release binary compatibility [ 11 with the 
original CLASS files. And we cannot predict if a new 
application will need the removed codes. In this 
paper, we will introduce a compact binary format for 
Java, which is in the execution-fornut. Motivated by 
[9], we are aimed to develop an approach to reduce 
the code size of Java binaries, without utilizing any 
text compression techniques. 

2. Design Issues of the Jato File Format 
The proposed Jato file format is to provide a 

more compact and efficient format than the original 
CLASS file format, while keeping the 
release-to-release binary compatibility. The following 
codes show the layout of the CLASS file format. 
ClassFile { 

u4 magic; 
u2 minor-version; 
u2 majoyversion; 
u2 constant-pool-count; 
cp-info 

constant~pool[constant~pool~count-l] 
I 

u2 access-flags; 
u2 this-class; 
u2 super-class; 
u2 interfaces-count; 
u2 interfaces[interfaces-count]; 
u2 f ields-count ; 
field-info fields[fields-count]; 
u2 methods-count; 
method-info 

methods [methods-count1 ; 
u2 attributes-count; 
attribute-info 

a t t r i b u t e s [ a t t r i b u t e s _ c o u n t l ;  
1 

CONSTANT-Float 4 
CONSTANT-Long 5 
;CONSTANT-Double 6 
CONSTANT-NameAndType 12 

The u4 and u2 represent 4-byte and 2-byte 
unsigned integer, respectively. The values recorded in 
the CLASS file are all big-endian. Each entry in the 
constant-pool will have the same form as: 

cp-info { 

ul tag; 
ul info[]; 

} 

ii CONSTANT-U t f 8 

According to the 1-byte tag, the info bytes 
will have different layout. Java defines 11 distinct 
kinds of cp-info entries, as shown in Table 1. 

1 

Table 1 The possible values for tag 
Iconstant TVDC lTag Value I 
CONSTANT-Class 
CONSTANT-Fieldref 

CONSTANT-InterfaceMethodref 
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Figure 1 Relations between each kind of envies in 
the constant pool 

Our main concern is to reduce the size of the 
constant pool. We use the concept of “dividing 
fully-qualified name (FQN” in [9] and propose an 
extended “division” techniques. Nearly all the 
references in the constant pool of a CLASS file will 
finally point to a CONSTANT-Utf 8-info structure. 
This is because the Java is a dynamic loadinghnking 
system, and each class must have some ways to refer 
to the classes, fields, or methods that it will use in the 
other time. It seems that using the strings to represent 
these relations is the only possible solution. Since a 
string in its nature will take over more spaces than a 
primitive type or a reference offset, the constant pool 
will grow larger rapidly as the number of 
CONSTANT-Utf 8-info structures increases. For a 
usual CLASS file, the constant pool may take 
65%-70% [23] of the total files size. It is very large, 
comparing to the “symbol table” of other popular 
binary executable file formats, like ELF, COFF or 
PE. 

3. Dividing the package names and the class 
names 
We would like to remove the tag byte of each 

constant pool entry. The resolution is to divide the 
constant pool into several sections by their types. 

LDC2-W (20) 

Then when we need a specific type of record, we’ll 
just know where to get it without check its tag byte. 
The JVM instructions are in a similar situation. If an 
opcode needs an index into the constant pool, we can 
usually figure out the type of the targeted constant 
pool entry, not until checking the tag byte of it. But 
the LDC family are the exceptions. The LDC, LDC-W, 
LDC2-W may take a CONSTANT-String-info, 
CONSTANT-Integer-info, 
CONSTANT-Float-info, 
CONSTANT-Long-info or 
CONSTANT-Double-inf o as their operands. For 
dealing this situation, we add more instructions (only 
known by the Jato system) to existed instruction sets. 
These instructions are extended from LDC, LDC-W 
and LDCZ-W, each consuming a specific type of 
operand, as shown in Table 2. 

A class type in the CLASS file will be finally 
mapped to a string in the FQN form. We may 
reference many classes in some same packages, so 
the package name will be appeared as many times as 
we reference classes in it. For example, if  we 
reference both the String class and the System 
class of the java. lang package, then we must 
have “ ja  vdang/String” and “ ja vdangh‘ystenr” in 
the constant pool, in which “java/lang/”’ are 
replicated. 

Our idea is to divide each “node” of a FQN into 
a single record. For example, a 
CONSTANT-Class-info in which the 
name-index points to a string “java/lang/Stnng” 
will be divided to three single “node-reocrd”. 
Their name-indexs will point to “java”, “lang” 
and “String” respectively. The node-record 
structure is: 
node-record( 

//pointing to a utf8 string 

//pointing to another node-record 
1 

u2 name-index; 

u2 parent-index; 

- -  
LDCZLONG-W (209) Load a long constant, using 2-byte index 
LDCZDOUBLE-W ( 2 10 ) Load a double constant, using 2-byte index 

Table 2 Modified LDC instructions 

Original opcode (Extended opcode 

LDCFLOAT (205) 

Descrption I 

Load a float constant 

LDCFLOAT-W (2 0 8 ) Using 2-byte index 
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We propose treating arrays as a specific type, not 
classes. The array record is: 
array-record{ 

ul dimensions; 
u2 t ype-i nde x ; 

1 
The dimensions field just represents the 

dimensions of this array, and the type-index 
point to a node-record. We reserve the number Figure 2 The proposed class naming system 

u2 ma jor-version; 
ul exist-region-flag; 
ul exist-region-flag2; 
u2 field-ref-no; 
MCONSTANT-Fieldref-info ref-field-info[field-ref-no]; 
u2 method-ref-no; 
MCONSTANT-Methodref-info ref-method-info[method-ref-no]; 
u2 imet hod-re f-no ; 
MCONSTANT-Methodref-info ref-imethod-info[imethod-ref-no]; 
u2 const-str-no; 
MCONSTANT-String-info r e f - s t r i n g - i n f o [ c o n s t _ s t r _ n o 3 ;  
u2 const-int-no; 
MCONSTANT-Integer-info ref- int- info[const- int_no];  
u2 const-float-no; 

u2 const-long-no; 
MCONSTANT-Long-info ref~long~info[const~~ong~info]; 
u2 const-double-no; 
MCONSTANT-Double-info r e f ~ d o u b l e ~ i n f o [ c o n s t ~ d o u b l e _ i n f o l ;  
u2 class-ref-no; 
node-record ref~class~info[class~ref~no]; 
u2 pknode-no; 
node-record pknode-info[pknode-no]; 
u2 array-ref-no; 
array-record ref-array-info[array-ref-no] ; 
u2 md-no; 
MCONSTANT-MethodDescriptor-info ref-md-info[md-no]; 
u2 utf8-no; 
MCONSTANT-UTF8-info ref-utf8-info[utf8-n01; 
u2 access-flags; 

I MCONSTANT-Float-info ref~float~info[const~f~oat~no]; 

1-9 for primitive types. That is, if a type-index is 
not greater than 9, it represents a primitive type. 

Following is the layout of the Jato file format: 
When we need to refer to another cia.ses in the 

java.lang package, we just need to add one 
node reocord and it? name to the constant DOOL not 
the whole FQN. Thus, we can reduce the replications 
of the same path names that have been referenced 
before. Figure 2 gives a clear description. 
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u2 methods-count; 
Mmethod-info methods[methods~countl; 
u2 attributes-count; 
Mattribute-info a t t r i b u t e s [ a t t r i b u t e s _ c o u n t l ;  

I 
The parts in the rectangle is just the “constant 

pool”. It is clear that we have divided the constant 
pool into several parts. We’ve removed the 
NameAndType record, addcd Array and 
MethodDescriptor records. And for 
convcnience, we separate the package nodes from the 
classes records. So we have 13 divisions in our 
constant pool. But for a normal class, it will not 
usually have all kinds of the entries in its constant 
pool. So we use two flags bytes (totally 16-bit) to 
indicate if a division exists in this Jato file. Following 
the CLASS file format. the Jato file format is also 
b ig-endian. 

The exist-region-flag and 
exist-region-f lag2 tell the existences of the 
13 divisions in the constant pool. Since we have 13 
divisions, 2-bytc (1 6-bit) flags are enough. If the n-th 
bit of exist-region-flag is a 0, then the n-th 
division will not cxist. Each division is composed as 
thc following form: 
u2 item-counts; 
RECORD-type 

RECORD-name[item-counts]; 

Following are the descriptions of each division. 
Division 1: ref-field-info 

The ref-field-info is an array of 
MCONSTANT-Fie Idref-inf 0. Each original 
CONSTANT-Fieldref-info in the CLASS file 
will have a corresponding 
MCONSTANT-Fieldref-inf o in the Jato file. 

Division 2 and 3: ref-method-info and 
ref-imethod-info 

The ref-method-info and 
ref-imethod-info are of the same structure, the 
MCONSTANT-Methodref-info. Each 
CONSTANT-Methodref-inf o in the CLASS file 
will have a corresponding 
MCONSTANT-Met hodre f-in f o in the 
ref-method-info array of the Jato file, and a 
CONSTANT-InterfaceMethodref-info will 
have one in the ref-imethod-info array. 

Division4: ref-string-info 

MCONSTANT-String-info{ 

1 
where string-index points to a 
MCONSTANT-UTF8-info in ref-utf8-info. 
Each CONSTANT-St r ing-inf o in the CLASS 
file will have a corresponfing 
MCONSTANT-String-inf o record in the Jato file. 

The MCONSTANT-String-info structure is: 

u2 string-index; 

Divsion 5-8: ref-[int, float, long, 
double]-info 

The MCONS TANT-Integer-info, 
MCONSTANT-Float-info, 
MCONSTANT-LonLinfo and 
MCONSTANT-Double-info are almost the same as 
CONSTANT-Integer-info, CONSTANT-Float-info, 
CONSTANT-Long-info and 
CONSTANT-Double-info in the CLASS file format, 
except for the tag byte. And each 
CONSTANT-[Integer, Float, Long, Double]-info in 
a CLASS file will have a corresponding 
MCONSTANT-[Integer, Float, Long, Double]-info 
in the Jato file. 

Division 9 and 10: ref-class-info, 
pknode-info 

We’ve shown how a FQN is divided into several 
nodes. The leaf of a package tree just represent? the 
class reference, and all type-index or 
class-index of other structures point to them (in 
some cases, ref-array-info ). We put these 
leaves in ref-class-info array. The index ofthe 
ref-class-info array is counting from 10, 
because 0 is reserved for special use, and 1-9 
represent the primitive types. All other nodes, except 
for the leaves, will be put in pknode-info array. 
The parent-index of a node-record structure 
is just the index into pknode-info, counting from 
1. If a node-record has zero as its 
parent-index, we will know that it is at the root 
of a package tree. 

Division 11: ref-array-info 
The array-record has no corresponding 

record in the original CLASS file format. When we 
recognize a class reference or a type is of an array 
type, we create one array-record for our Jato 
file. Then, how can we distinguish array refemces 
from class references when we see a type-index 
in other records, or in the index bytes of some JVM 
instructions? We just use 65535-x to represent the 
real index x of the ref-array-info. That is, if 
we find a type-index is greater than 
class-ref-no, we just know that it is an array 
reference instead of a c l a s  reference. For example, if 
the class-ref-no is 100, and we are 
encountering a type-index of which value is 
65530, we will refer to ref-array-inf o [ 51 , 

Division 12: ref-md-info 
TheCONSTANT-MethodDescriptor-info 

is to describe a descriptor (signature) of a method. In 
the CLASS file, it is in the form of a 
CONSTANT-Utf8-info. We decompose it and 
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buildaMCONSTANT-MethodDescriptor-info 
in our Jato file. 

Division 13: ref-utf8-info 
The MCONSTANT-UTF8-info is the same as 

CONSTANT-Utf8-info except for the tag byte. 
After conversion fi-om CLASS to Jato, the number of 
these records should be reduced greatly because of 
the work we've done for class references, field 
refemces and method references. And we promise 
that there will not be two identical utf8 strings in the 
ref-utf8-info. Figure 3 shows the relations 
between each division. 

pool 

For generating the Jato files, we need a converter 
to convert the original CLASS files. Then, for 
executing the Jato files. we must have a Class Loader 
capable of loading Jato files into the JVM. For this 
approach, we don't need to make any modifications 
to the JVM. Of course, in a more direct manner, we 
may modify the JVM to give it the ability to execute 
the Jato files. Figure 4 gives a block diagram to 
describe our Jato system. ,,I=/., 

cLA6s s,o, - ,/-. ' 
'\ 

) C l A S . 2 , Z t O  Il.0 filr, i 

, 'i-- JW(Pegular1  

Figure 4 The Jato system 

4. The Jatar Archive Format 

The files in the Jatar archive can be categorized into 3 
kinds: constant pool files, simplified Jato files, and 
files of other types. The constant pool files will be 
put in /OOconstant-pool directory of the 
archive, the remainings will go to /files. The 
merged constant pools are divided into 13 files, one 
file for one region. That is, we will have 13 files 
named ref-field-info, ref-method-info, 

ref-imethod-info, ref-string-info, 
re f-int-inf 0. ref-f loat-info, 
I: e f -1 on g-i n f 0,  ref-double-info, 
ref-class-inf 0, pknode-inf 0,  

xef-array-info, ref-md-info and 
ref-utf 8-info. We put the constant pool files in 
i00constant-pool directory of the archive. 
Since we have merged the constant pools of each Jato 
files, we don't need to keep a constant pool in each 
s,ingle Jato file. The layout of the simplified-Jato files 
is just the one of the Jato files removing the constant 
pool part. And these simplified-Jato files will be  
named with . s jato extension. 
Simp Jat oFi le ( 

u4 magic; 
u2 minor-version; 
u2 major-version; 
u2 access-flags; 
u2 this-class; 
u2 super-class; 
u2 interfaces-count; 
u2 interfaces[interfaces-count]; 
u2 fie Ids-count ; 
M f i e 1 d-i n f o 

:Eields[fields-count]; 
u2 methods-count; 
Mmethod-info 

methods [methods-count 1 ; 
u2 attributes-count; 
Mattribute-info 

attributes[attributes-count] ; 
1 

The SimpJatoFile structure will contain only 
the informations of the class it represents. When i t  
need a external reference, it will find that reference in 
proper constant pool file under 
./OOconstant_pool. For example, if 
::his-class of a SimpJatoFile file is 103, its 
information will be found at the 93rd entry (as in the 
original Jato files, zero is for special use, and I-9 is 

. /OOcons tan tqool / re f -c lass - info .  The 
: ;me as the Jar format. we can store some files othcr 
l.han simplified-Jato files in our archive, for example, 
audios, videos, or pictures. Figure 5 shows the 
general layout of a Jatar archive. The simplified-Jato 
files in /files will still obey the hierarchical 
relations of packages. 

primitive types) of 

:5. Evaluations 
We take several famous software distributions in 

lour evaluations for size reduction. They arc listed in 
'Table 3. Distributions of Java programs are usually 
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stored in ZIP or JAR file format, which is a variation 
of ZIP(for most case, files are just merged together in 
the ZIP or JAR archives without compression). We 
extracted them into plain files, and did our files). 
experiments on these files. Since we are working on 
CLASS files, we will ignore files other than CLASS 

files. Table 4 shows the statistics for CLASS files of 
our selected distributions before conversion. And 
Table 5 shows the results after conversion (into Jato 

Distribution File Description 
runt ime-12 2 rt. jar 
j igsaw-20 jigsaw.zip The Jigsaw webserver ver 2.0 of W3C 
symclass-30 sym. zip 
J3d12b2 j3dcore. jar TheJava3DAPI 1.2beta2runtimeAPIofSun 

The run-time class library for jdk 1.2.2 of Sun 

The symantec classes for Visual Cafe 3.0 of Symantec 

Distribution 
runtime-122 
J igs aw-2 0 
symclass-30 
i 3d17h7 

files count total size total cp size cp% 
4317 9896767 5713895 57.73% 

784 2069957 1280536 61 3 7 %  
1416 4084174 2799371 68.54% 
358 1 m i 1 4  83 1826 46 ma 

(files count: the number of CLASS files in this archive; rotal size: the total size of these CLASS files in bytes; 
total cp size: the total size of constant pools of these CLASS files in bytes; cp%: (total cp size)l(total size) x 100% ) 

Table 5 After class2 jato conversion 

(rotal size: the total size of the result Jato files in bytes; total save%: the average file size saved in percei ntage; to 'tal 
cp size: the total size of constant pools of the Jato files in bytes; cp save%: the average size saved for constant pools 
in percentage; cp%: (total cp size)l(totaf size) x 100% ) 

Table 6 The Jatar archive sizes 

Table 6 shows the archive size of each 
distribution and the comparisons between original 
Jato files and CLASS files. Except for j3d12b2, we 
had all other three distributions reduced their sizes for 
more than 50% through class2 jato conversion 
and J a m  archiving. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have designed a compact binary 
format for Java, which is called the Jato file format. 

Using this format, we can remove many redundancies 
in the constant pools of original CLASS files. The 
experiment results show that we have done better 
work than existing approach. We believe that the Jato 
file format is promising and effective for embedded 
environement. 

An archive format called Jatar. in which many 
Jato files are collected and share the same constant 
pool files, is aLso proposed. Merging many Jato files 
in this format, we can save more than 50% storage 
spaces for original CLASS files or JAR archives. 
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00constant-pool 

ref-Md-info 
ref-method-info I ...... 

Figure 5 An Example of Jatar Archive 
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